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There is no strength and power except in Allah (swt), To Him comes the praise, the
Savant, the Wise, the omniscient, the most beautiful names belong to Him. May the
blessing of Allah (swt) and peace be upon Muhammad (saw) and all the Prophets
(aws) from the first to the last.
Islamic Dinar (ISD) is a Shariah-compliant digital currency operated within the ambit
of Maqasid al-Shariah (divine objectives) through cryptography based on a blockchain
technology (platform). Islamic Dinar (ISD) is a peer-to-peer transaction by encryption
thus enabling the transaction to be nodded and recorded in the ledger account. Through
such action of encryption, the user creates own e-wallet for enabling him or her to
manage own account in the cyberspace within the ledger. Its blockchain technology,
system, model, objectives, operational mechanisms, technicalities, culture and all
activities will be in total compliance with the Shariah principles (Halal standard), which
will regularly be advised by the company’s board of advisors, screened through by the
company’stechnical experts prior to the approval by the Shariah advisory board (SAB)
of the company and thereafter will be operated or executed accordingly.
Cryptocurrency through the blockchain technology is a cyber-space economic
revolution in the twenty-first century. Numerous players are in the market globally to
offer cryptocurrency platforms, but with many shortcomings like, lack of regulatory
supports, poor strategic planning, uncertaintyand mostly with no backing asset, but
only on virtual assumption. Islamic Dinar (ISD) model of cryptocurrency is timely to
fill the gap of the ongoing shortcomings in the cryptocurrency market.The Islamic
Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency model thus will be backed by valued asset or be an assetbacked platform, operated based on valued assets (coins); transactions are based on
Shariah hybrid instruments of al-Bai wa al-Shira’ (trading), al-Wadiyah (deposit), alAmanah (trust), al-Ijarah (service charge), al-Mudharabah (co-partnership), al-Wakalah
(agency), al-Ju’alah (reward) and al- Tabarru’at (donation), concerns about
humanitarian well-beings, regulated by the standard Shariah principles al-’Aqd and
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other related rules, opposes to uncertainty in any component and liberty in enjoying
with legitimate (Halal) investment return. Thus, the Islamic Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency
model has the greater opportunity to attract the global cryptocurrency market with
sustainable existence in the emergence of blockchain technology.
The prime objective of Islamic Dinar cryptocurrency model is to create an enterprising
and entrepreneurship-based community for all across the world through Halal
cryptocurrency management and participation globally. This may ultimately fight the
poverties, joblessness, domestic economic crisis and world eco-catastrophe.
Islamic Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency management is with universal character
welcoming, encouraging and benefiting to all mankind regardless of one’s religion,
race, status, gender, color or even nationality. Islamic Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency
operation does not concern only money making, but part of its income in each
transaction will mandatorily be deducted as Tabarru’at (donation) for the humanitarian
causes based on the holistic principles of solidarity. Furthermore, all gross income in
every transaction, account, management, activities, income and services of Islamic
Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency management will be subjected to 2.5% compulsory
deduction as Zakat (alms). This title Islamic Dinar (ISD) Cryptocurrency Management
is timely as among the pioneersof the subject in the contemporary economic era with
a comprehensive solution to core components of cryptocurrency within Maqasid alShariah.
The essence of ‘crypto’ feature of the conventional digital currencies is, a common
undertaking to decentralization; all cryptocurrencies are typically designed and
developed as a specific hash code by teams who build in mechanisms for issuance
through a process called ‘mining’ in most cases and other virtual devices.
In the contemporary practices, cryptocurrencies are commonly designed to be free from
government manipulation, control and influence, despite they (cryptocurrencies) have
grown rapidly with global market appreciation. Cryptocurrencies, which modeled after
bitcoin, are collectively known as altcoins and have tried to appear in the cyber market
as hybrid versions of bitcoin. Some of those digital currencies are easier to be managed
than a bitcoin with complexity. As per today, there are more than 10,000
cryptocurrencies exist, which are offered in the cyberspace through blockchain
technology, and many of those tokens or coins are popular in their micro-capacities or
attributes among the virtual communities of investors and traders in the cyberspace.
Islamic Dinar (ISD), A Halal alternative cryptocurrency is a Shariah compliant digital
currency activated by the application of cryptography through a blockchain technology
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within the ambit of Maqasid al-Shariah (divine objectives). The fundamental
dichotomy between the conventional practices and the Halal alternative model is the
core objectives and the mechanisms adapted. In Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal
cryptocurrency, its blockchain system, technology, model, objectives, operational
mechanisms, technicalities, culture, functions and all activities will be in total
compliancewith the Shariah principles (Halal standard), which will regularly be advised
by the board of advisors, screened through and duly approved by the Shariah advisory
board (SAB) of the company before any implementation takes place.
The basic features of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal cryptocurrency model is that it will
be operated based on the Halal standard (compliant with the Shariah principles) closely
supervised and duly screened through by a qualified Shariah advisory board, a team
of scholars as a board of advisors. The management of Islamic Dinar (ISD)
cryptocurrency operation will strictly be obliged to abide by the standard Shariah
guidelines and ethical standard in its all activities, policies and functions within the
rules of Maqasid al-Shariah (divine objectives). All investors (coin or token holders)
will be protected by transparent transactions formalized and based on the Shariah
justified doctrines and mechanisms.
Even though the cryptocurrency management in the conventional practices in recent
days receives greater popularity and appreciation globally, the model is yet surrounded
by numerous shortcomings and criticisms from different levels. Islamic Dinar (ISD)
A halal model of cryptocurrency on the other hand, despite being a new dimension,
but one ought to be designed carefully by complying with the Shariah ethical and
commercial principles. However, a dichotomy analysis is provided here to show how
conventional cryptocurrency is different from the one designed under the Shariah
normative principles.

Issues

Conventional cryptocurrency

Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Alternative

Law and
Policies

In conventional cryptocurrency practices,
the regulatory frame-works as to law, policy
and orders are not quite concerned over the
competitive commercial gain.

The regulatory concern with Shariah standard in
Islamic Dinar (ISD) halal cryptocurrency model
will be among the prime requirements, so to make
sure every activity is within the spirit of alMaqasid al-Shariah.

System

In the conventional cryptocurrency
practices, the blockchain technology and the
total system are decentralized with private
control by the receiver (Owner).

The system of blockchain technology will be
controlled by systematic body (Company) for the
common benefit with no personal agenda and be
screened through by the Shariah advisory board.
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Receiver
(Owner)

The receiver’s (Owner) identity is not
necessarily to be registered in any onshore or
offshore jurisdiction, but
a
cyberregistered entity is the common basis. In this
culture, the receiver’s identity remains
unknown and uncertain, which may create a
fundamental
risk
against the
user
(Investor).

The receiver (Owner) is required to be a registered
entity either in onshore or offshore. In such
requirement the receiver’s identity will be known
and be free from uncertainty (Garar). This may
create a confidence among the users (Investors) in
being protected from any fraud.

Sovereignty

There is no sovereignty in cryptocurrency
management as to be controlled by any
central bank or central depository in the
international jurisdiction. Its sovereignty is
realized only by a private control of the
receiver with no legal recognition.

The actual sovereignty is with almighty Allah
(swt) by complying with the regulatory and
ethical principles of the Qur’an and the Sunnah.
In addition, the central bank of the local
jurisdiction and also the international central
depository will be recognized as the sovereignty
in the practical reality, so to avoid any
malpractices within the activities.
The privity with contractual relationship between
the user (Investor) and receiver (Owner) will be
maintained and known through cyberspace visual
contractual relation, so that the accountability
and responsibility of the parties are recorded.

Privity

Control

Growth

Subject matter

Operational
Mechanisms

The privity in conventional cryptocurrency
management between the user (Investor) and
the receiver (Owner) seems quite remote by
no visual legal contractual relation. This
may result in avoidance of one’s
responsibility and accountability.
Conventional cryptocurrency is controlled A halal cryptocurrency management is controlled
by private initiative of blockchain by divine principles
technology.
within al-Maqasid al-Shari’ah, law and
sovereignty.
The growth of cryptocurrency practices is
quite emotional without bothering to much
of legal or ethical concern.
The subject matter is a digital coin or token
and be treated as digital currency which can
be convertible in any exchange platform.

The operation takes place based on any selfdesigned mechanisms with no concern of
standard regulatory frameworks yet. It is by
a “coin or token” offering, traded in the
trading platform through a blockchain
technology. It is also practiced based on an
exchange platform as “cryptocurrency
exchange”, but no standard guidelines yet in
supporting such mechanisms.

The growth culture will be rational with
sustainability by complying with the Shariah,
legal concerns and ethical sensitivities.
It will be treated as an alternative digital currency
or digital commodity or digital product, because a
digital coin or token will carry digital value of an
equity share in a legal corporation, which can also
be defined as intrinsic value.
The operation of Islamic Dinar (ISD) model is
facilitated and dully operated mainly based on the
Shariah principles with the concept of “issuer coin
or token” or of an “exchange platform” through a
Shariah screened blockchain technology. An
operation based on “Issuer Coin or Token” will
primarily be executed by trading platform, a
decentralized direct (one-to-one) buying and
selling
(Bai
wa al-Shira’)
mechanisms
However, It will exceptionally be operated
through exchange platform based on a Shariah
hybrid mechanism, facilitated by the doctrines
of al-Shuftaza (exchange), al- Hewalah
(transfer), al-Kafalah
(custodianship), alAmanah (trust), al- Wakalah (agency by
commission), al- Ju’alah (reward for services)
and al-Ujrah (service charge) within the
Shariah frameworks.
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Income

Tax

Risk

Formality

Instrument

Backing asset

Moral hazard

Objective

Currency

The sources of income in the conventional In Islamic Dinar (ISD) a halal cryptocurrency
cryptocurrency management are unknown.
management, the sources are known to both
receivers and users through legitimate trading and
business reporting.
There is nether concern of tax over the In Islamic Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency
income in the conventional cryptocurrency management it is mandatory to establish a Zakat
management nor there is any tax plan or provision over any income, if the income is
policy.
Zakatable. In addition, the tax also be payable as
per the statutory requirement.
There is no risk plan in conventional The risk plan is required in Islamic Dinar (ISD)
cryptocurrency management yet, to protect cryptocurrency management to protect receiver,
either the user or the receiver against any user and the system against unpredicted risk; thus,
unpredicted catastrophe.
a takaful scheme will be established in managing
unpredicted risk against halal cryptocurrency
management
In the conventional cryptocurrency For the Islamic Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency
management, the transaction is confirmed by management, to protect the user in a better way,
the encryption only so to nod and record the there will be two requirements for the
transaction. By encryption with digit alone formalization of a transaction and that is
may not be an enough protection for the user encryption by digit and simultaneously by
if incase the digit is known to someone else biometric of the user, so to nod and record the
or being hacked.
transaction with legal status and greater security.
There is no specific instrument used in the There are numerous Shariah justified instruments
conventional cryptocurrency management recommended to facilitate Islamic Dinar (ISD) a
except buying and selling with unauthorized halal cryptocurrency management. Among them
traditional mechanisms.
are: al-Mudharabah, al-Wakalah, al- Jualah, alBai wa al-Shira’ and al- Tabarruat just to name a
few.
A cryptocurrency if so, operated without In Islamic Dinar (ISD) the halal cryptocurrency
being backed by any valued asset (at least management, a valued backing asset with
equivalent to the total ICO value) may lead legitimate proof of product or proof of asset or
to high risk for the investors with any proof of property or proof of commodity (PoP)
unforeseeable catastrophe. In the current with at least an equivalent value of the ICO, to
practices of cryptocurrency, there is no such back the total operation, is a compulsory
requirement of backing asset to back the requirement. The objective of this requirement is
total operation.
among others to create a legitimate confidence in
the market and among the market participants.
There is no specific regulation or standard It is among the primary requirements of Islamic
policy to regulate moral hazards or Dinar (ISD) cryptocurrency
management to
malpractices. Thus, it is left as an option to strictly concern and observe ethical compliance
the personal responsibility.
within the Maqasid al-Shariah in all levels of
personality, decision-making and execution.
The prime objective in cryptocurrency The objective will be within the holistic spirit of
management is to make money and Shariah. Commercial gain within the legitimate
maximize self-opportunities.
frameworks is one of the objectives while the
other is to create an entrepreneurship opportunity
for all by complying with the halal standard. It
also aims at caring for humanitarian causes
through the doctrine of al-Tabarruat.
It is a coin or token, which is treated as a Even though Islamic Dinar (ISD) is a coin or
non-intrinsic currency.
token but backed with legitimate equity share in a
legal entity which create an intrinsic value, used
in the digital platform may also be recommended
to be treated
as an alternative currency for
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trading or payment of dues.
Humanitarian
and
Environmental
concerns

There
are
no
humanitarian
and
environmental concerns in conventional
cryptocurrency
management
as
a
requirement.

Nature

conventional cryptocurrencies offer coins or
tokens, which can be traded in the cyber
platform or be in the exchange platform.

ICO

conventional cryptocurrencies offer with
initial coin offering (ICO) with a value
determined by the receiver on its own
discretion.

In Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal cryptocurrency
management, humanitarian and environmental
concerns are among the objectives in helping
others out of the income and helping preserve the
environment.
It has some similarities with conventional
practices to offer through coin or token and be
traded in digital platforms. The coin can be
converted in the exchange platforms, but is not
encouraged, so to avoid any illegal money
laundering. The digital coin can be used as an
alternative or complimentary currency in buying
commodities or paying dues without having
opportunity to treat the coin as a real currency to
be exchanged in the foreign exchange platform,
so to avoid the possibility of money laundering in
the cyberspace.
Islamic Dinar (ISD) will be offered either with
initial coin offering (ICO) or initial token offering
(ITO) or initial product offering (IPO) or initial
commodity offering (ICO) with a justifiable
value affordable to all levels of mankind, so to
maximize an opportunity of entrepreneurship in
the cyberspace for all.

Executive Summary
Status of global wealth management is not based on halal principles, and the halal
institutions including Islamic banking industry are trying hard to find its space. Although
Islamic banking is well known to the financial world, the halal principles are not that very
much applied at its roots but only on periphery even by these Islamic institutions. Islamic
wealth management is intruding to find its space in the direction of less halal to more halal,
taking a continual step accelerated by halal demand, survival requirements and importantly
opportunities that come across. The opportunity for Islamic banking to make a giant leap
toward the root of financial and banking industry at our time is presumably blockchain. The
blockchain has been visualized as the revolutionary technology for many aspects of human
life and interactions. Finding opportunities for blockchain to improve Islamic banking and
other halal activities is way more than a technology adoption due to the fact that the
blockchain is deep rooted on truthfulness andtransparency—the same founding elements of
Islamic banking stemmed from Islamic principles. This is time to explore concepts, methods
and options on how the blockchain can be used to initiate and manage halal cryptocurrency.
Core Values of Islamic Dinar (ISD)
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Islamic Dinar (ISD) core values are based on Maqasid al-Shariah from five broad
dimensions: justice,transparency and disclosure, wealth circulation, integrity and
cooperation, and ease with no hardships.
1. Promotion of Justice as Opposed to Injustice
2. Ensuring Transparency and Disclosure
3. Ensuring Wealth Circulation as Opposed to Hoarding or Monopoly
4. Promotion of Integrity and Good Mutual Cooperation
5. Easiness as Opposed to Hardship in Dealings
Objectives
Among the objectives of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency are:
• Offering and managing Halal Cryptocurrency with the rules of Shariah compliance.
• To create a legitimate income opportunity for all mankind (regard- less of one’s
religion, race, status, gender, color or nationality) within the Maqasid al-Shariah.
• To create a micro-investment platform for all mankind with holistic approach of
universal character (regardless of one’s religion, race, status, gender, color or
nationality) through Halal Cryptocurrency Management.
• To create an economic well-being for all mankind through Halal Cryptocurrency
platform based on the holistic principles of mutual cooperation and solidarity.
• To care about the poor and helpless ones by segregating a part of the income over the
Halal Cryptocurrency operation within the divine principles of humanity.

Governing Principles

The governing principles of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency are as follows:
• All levels of products and services of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management will be designed, regulated and operated in accordance with the principles
of Shariah.
• All activities, policies, technicalities and mechanisms of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal
Cryptocurrency Management will be in conformity with the Halal standard and within
the Maqasid al-Shariah.
• All activities, policies, technicalities, mechanisms, products and services of Islamic
Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency shall be closely monitored, screened and approved
by the Shariah Advisory Board (SAB) of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management to ensure every Shariah compliance is strictly observed.
• The Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management’s Board of Advisors
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(BoA) will also play a vital role to advise the company, to ensure its policies, products
and services are in conformity with the Shariah principles within the Maqasid alShariah.
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will also strictly observe
and duly comply with other applicable national or international laws and policies.
Ethical Principles
Among the ethical principles of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
are:
• All levels of decision makers, advisors, operators and facilitators of Islamic Dinar
(ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will observe the principles of Shariah
(Halal standard) in their activities with relation to Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal
Cryptocurrency Management in view of Maqasid Al-Shariah.
• Anyone involves in Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management directly
or indirectly will observe the divine principles of honesty, transparency, rights and
obligations while strictly opposing and avoiding the unlawful culture or unethical gain
at the expense of others.
• None of the parties involved in Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management directly or indirectly will be allowed to practice undue influence,
misrepresentation, duress, malpractices, falsehood, manipulation, selfishness, deceit
and/or other unethical action.
Scope and limitations
Among the scope and limitations of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
are:
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be operated
within the principles ofMaqasid al-Shariah.
• All its policies, activities, structures, systems, products and services will be in
conformity with theShariah principles.
• The culture will generally be, in compliance with the divine ethical standards and Halal
principles.
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Model and Structure
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be based on the
following model andstructure:
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management is a digital currency model
based on the principles of Shariah (Halal standard).
• The total operation of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management is a
Shariah compliant hybrid model.
• It evolves as both an asset-back and also an asset-base operation within the Shariah
frameworks. The company is backed by a valued asset, while its products and services
(business operations) are based on asset (valued coins/tokens).
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management’s total operation is facilitated
by Shariah justified instruments and divine principles, like al-Mudarabah (co-partnership),
al-Musharakah (partnership or joint-venture), al-Wakalah (agency with commission), alWadiyah (deposit), al-Ju’alah (reward or service charge), al-Amanah (trust), al-Ijarah
(charge), al-Tabarru’at (donation) and al-Zakat (alms).
• The structure of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management is thus, it is a
Halal hybrid platform of Cryptocurrency backed by a valued asset and, facilitated and dully
operated mainly based on the Shariah principles of al-Musharakah and others (shared profit)
and al-Wakalah (agency with service charge).
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency operation will be based on “Issuer Coin or
Token” by trading platform by decentralized direct (one-to-one) buying and selling (Bai’
wa al-Shira’).
• Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management can also be operated through
exchange platform based on a Shariah hybrid mechanism, facilitated by the doctrines of alShuftaza (exchange), al- Hewalah (transfer), al-Kafalah (custodianship), al-Amanah (trust),
al-Wakalah (agency by commission), al-Ju’alah (reward for services) and al- Ujrah (service
charge) within the Shariah frameworks.
Operational Mechanism
The operational mechanisms of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
are as follows:
• The operation adapts its prime operational tool based on valued coin or token offering
through the issuance of the initial coin offering (ICO) justified and duly screened through
by the general principles of Shariah and divine ethical standard.
• The offered coins or tokens through the ICO may also be effectively transacted (buying-
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selling) further in the secondary market within the Shariah ambit.
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management may also provide a platform
for theinternational Waqf cooperation and contribution through Cryptocurrency.

Technological Model
• The products and services under Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management (Halal Cryptocurrency in coins or tokens) will be operated based on a Shariah
screened blockchain technology.
• The blockchain technology is cyberspace platform provider with a reliable blockchain
solution to systemize, manage, operate and function all activities of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a
Halal Cryptocurrency Management within the Maqasid al-Shariah.
• The blockchain technology for Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
is closely monitored by the Shariah experts to ensure all technological supports for Islamic
Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency platform are with Shariah compliance (Halal standard).
Products and Services
Among the products and services of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
are:
• Halal Cryptocurrency with valued coins/tokens.
• Waqf management through Cryptocurrency.
• Investment through Halal Cryptocurrency.
• Trading platform through Halal Cryptocurrency.
• Humanitarian concern through Halal Cryptocurrency Management.
• Global
Tabarru’at
(Charity)
Foundation
through Islamic Dinar (ISD) a
Halal CryptocurrencyManagement.

Backing Asset
The company, its products and services will be backed by valued assets as a backing asset.
Thus, a certified proof of product (PoP) will be prerequisite to ensure that, the total operation
of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management is backed by commercially
valued asset. Backing asset for Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
and its operation refers to a certified PoP carrying the commercial value of a legitimate
asset, product, property, intellectual property, IT, solution, program and/or others
recognized by the Shariah principles. The PoP shall carry the value at least the equivalent
of the ICO. For a valid operation of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency, the backing
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asset is prerequisite to ensure that the total products and services or business activities of
the entity are an asset-backed operation. The backing asset will only be treated as the
backing asset of the company, its activities, products and services. The backing asset is
just for the purpose of supporting and facilitating the company’s capacity.
Decision Makers
The decision making in Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be
empowered tothe following authorities:
• Board of Directors (General Decision).
• SAB (Shariah Compliance, Screening and Approval).
• In-house Advisor or Consultant (Technical advice).
• BoA (overall advice).
Shariah Advisory Board - SAB
The SAB of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will comprise of
qualified Shariah scholars including Mufti, Shariah judge, Shariah lawyer, Islamic finance
expert, Islamic finance researcher, Shariah scholars in Cryptocurrency and others.
Among the functions of the SAB are:
• To advise, supervise, monitor and approve Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management and all its policies, systems, activities, operations and mechanisms to ensure
the company and its operation are generally compliance with the Shariah principles.
• The SAB will also screen and approve all activities of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal
Cryptocurrency Management to ensure all are compliant with the Shariah principles (Halal
standard).
• The SAB will also contribute to Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
in training its employees and also the public as per-required with Shariah-compliant
Cryptocurrency model.
Board of Advisors - BoA
The BoA of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management may comprise of
renownedscholars including academia, financial experts, business operators and other key
people in the Islamic financial industry. Among the functions of the BoA are:
• To advise Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management to ensure that
the company ismoving forward dynamically within the Maqasid al-Shariah.
• The BoA will also contribute to Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management in training itsemployees and also the public as per required with Shariah-
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compliant Cryptocurrency model.
The Management
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be managed by a qualified
management team by complying the business dynamism, quality management and smart
strategies within the holistic spirit of Shariah ethical principles. The management team will
be headed by a well experienced with corporate personality and Islamic finance expert
Managing Director.
Decision Makers
The decision making in Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be
empowered tothe following authorities:
• Board of Directors (General Decision).
• SAB (Shariah Compliance, Screening and Approval).
• In-house Advisor or Consultant (Technical advice).
• BoA (overall advice).
The Public Statement
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management is a Shariah-compliant
Cryptocurrency. It is backed by a valued asset with legal authentic proof of property (PoP).
Its establishment, policies, management, operation, activities and general culture are
compliant to the spirit of Halal standard and within the Maqasid al-Shariah.
Its blockchain technology, ledger system and operational mechanisms are designed as a
Halal hybrid model based on the Shariah doctrines of Silsalat al-Katl, al-Ta’awun, alMusharakah, al-Bai wa al-Shira’, al-Wakalah, al-Fudhuli, al-Ju’alah and al-Tabarru’at.
The total activities of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management are
generally screened through by Islamic finance and Halal Cryptocurrency expert, supervised
by a SAB comprising of a team of renowned Shariah scholars and further advised by a
Board of Advisers (BoA) comprising of a group ofacademia, economists and industrialists,
to ensure the activities and operation of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency
Management are compliance with the spirit of Halal standard.
Among the prime objectives of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management
are: to create economic and entrepreneurial opportunities for all mankind (particularly those
of with less fortunate), embracing with the universal character (regardless of one’s religion,
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color, status, gender or nationality) and within the holistic spirit of Maqasid al-Shariah.
It is also the strict policy of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management with
a special provision to segregate part of all levels of its income for the humanitarian causes
within the broad principles of Zakat and al-Tabarru’at.
Introduction to Islamic Dinar (ISD)
It is a Pioneering Shariah-compliant Halal Cryptocurrency Management platform with
global prospect. Its blockchain system, technology, model, objective, operational
mechanisms, technicalities, culture and all activities will be in total compliance with the
Shariah principles (Halal standard), which will regularly be advised by the company’s BoA,
screened through by the company’s in-house adviser prior to the approvalby the SAB of the
company and thereafter shall be operated or executed globally.
Emerging of Blockchain
The Cryptocurrency through the block-chain technology is a cyberspace economic
revolution in the twenty-first century. Numerous playersare in the market globally to offer
Cryptocurrency platforms but with manyshortcomings like lack of regulatory supports, poor
strategic planning, uncertainty and mostly with no backing asset, but only on virtual
assumption. Whereas a Halal model of Cryptocurrency is a Shari’ah compliant
Cryptocurrency model is timely to fill the gap of the ongoing shortcomings in the
Cryptocurrency market. The Halal Cryptocurrency model is thus, backed by a valued asset
(PoP), operated based on valued assets(coins), transactions are based on Shari’ah
instruments of al-Musharakah, al- Wakalah, al-Ju’alah, al-Tabarru’at and so on, concerns
about humanitarian well-being, regulated by the standard Shari’ah principles, oppose to
uncertainty in any component and liberty in enjoying withlegitimate (Halal) investment
return. Thus, in the Halal Cryptocurrency model has the greater opportunity to attract the
global Cryptocurrency market with sustainable existence in the emergence of block-chain
technology.
Background of Islamic Dinar (ISD)
The idea of a Halal Cryptocurrency model was initiated with strategic structure in early
2017 on how a Halal Cryptocurrency model can be developed and duly operated globally
with a unique model to meetthe contemporary demand as to Cryptocurrency operation with
Halal standard within the Maqasid al- Shariah. It was initiated with grassroots ideas,
strategies, mechanisms and structures. It has been continued by sharing in different
occasions and countries around the world both in Muslim and non- Muslim environments
outreaching through social media in particular. To strengthen the idea further, this document
on Halal Cryptocurrency Management undertaken has been by focusing on numerous
specialized issues as among the pioneering and leading works on Halal Cryptocurrency
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model in the contemporary world of Cryptocurrency.

How Islamic Dinar (ISD) Could Help to Solve Some Problem
The prime objective of Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency model is to create an
enterprising and entrepreneurship-based community across the world through Halal
Cryptocurrency Management and participation globally. This may ultimately fight the
poverties, joblessness, domestic economic crisis and world eco-catastrophe. A Halal
Cryptocurrency Management is with universal character welcoming, encouraging and
benefiting to all mankind regardless of one’s religion, race, status, gender, color or even
nationality. The operation does not concern only money making, but part of its income
(2.5%) is mandatorily deductible as Zakat for the charitable causes. Furthermore, all gross
income in every transaction, account, management, activities, income and services may be
encouraged to be subjected a reasonable deduction as al-Tabarru’at (charity) for the
humanitarian causes within the Maqasid al- Shariah.
The Meaning of Islamic Dinar (ISD)
Islamic Dinar (ISD) refers to Halal Cryptocurrency model, to be operated based on the
Shariah principles.It is a coin or token-based offering and activated by transactions based
on Shariah trading mechanisms through Halal screened blockchain technology.
Islamic Dinar (ISD) Branding and Definition

The basic features of Islamic Dinar (ISD) Cryptocurrency model is that it will be operated
based on the Halal standard (compliant with the Shariah principles) closely supervised by a
world-class SAB, advised by team of scholars as a BoA and further monitored and screened
through in-house Shariah expert. The management of Halal Cryptocurrency Management
is to abide by the standard Shariah guidelines and ethical standard. All investors (token
holders) are protected by transparent transactions and are formalized based on the Shariah
doctrine of al-Musharakah (partnership), al-Jualah (service charge) and al-Wakalah
(agency).
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Islamic Dinar (ISD) Structural Analysis
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be based on the
following model andstructure:
• The model will be based on the principles of Shariah (Halal standard). The total operation
will be based on a Shariah-compliant hybrid model.
• It evolves as both an asset-backed and also an asset-based operation within the Shariah
frameworks.
• The company is backed by a valued asset, while its products and services (business
operations) are based on asset (valued coins or tokens).
• The total operation is facilitated by Shariah justified instruments and divine principles.
Among those doctrines are: al-Mudarabah (co-partnership), al-Musharakah (partnership or
joint-venture), al-Wakalah (agency with commission), al-Wadiyah (deposit), al- Ju’alah
(reward or service charge), al-Amanah (trust), al-Ijarah (charge), al-Tabarru’at (donation)
and al-Zakat (alms or compulsory tax).
• The structure of the model is thus, it is a Halal hybrid platform of Cryptocurrency backed
by valued asset and, facilitated and dully operated mainly based on the Shariah principles
within Maqasid al- Shariah.
• The operation will be based on “Issuer Coin or Token”, but exceptionally, it can be based
on exchange

Platform subject to strict Shariah Ethical Guidelines.
A Halal Cryptocurrency operation will primarily be based on “Issuer Coin or Token” by
trading platform, a decentralized direct (one-to-one) buying and selling (Bai wa al-Shira’).
However, it may exceptionally be operated through exchange platform based on a Shariah
hybrid mechanism, facilitated by the doctrines of al-Shuftaza (exchange), al-Hewalah
(transfer), al-Kafalah (custodianship), al-Amanah (trust), al- Wakalah (agency by
commission), al-Ju’alah (reward for services) and al-Ujrah (service charge) within the
Shariah frameworks.

Financial Assets Exchange (Backing Asset)
The company, its products and services are strictly backed by a valued asset as a backing
asset. Backing asset for a Halal Cryptocurrency Management and its operation refers to
certified PoP with an approved value equivalent to the value of the ICO at least.
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Total Volume
Total volume with ICO Pre-sale may rationally be recommended not to exceed:
1,000,000,000coins, or tokens with roaring value may not exceed USD 1.00.00each. Thus,
total value with all phases of the ICO Pre-Sale may not exceed USD 1,000,000,000.00.
Soft Launch and Pre-Sale Start Time
Eid Milad Un Nabi (SAW) / Prophet Muhammad (PBUH)'s
Birthday Monday 18th, October 2021 A.D. / 12th Rabi Ul
Awwal 1443 Al-Hijri
Official website with token deployment and whitepaper will be published to mark soft
launch event.
Goals to be achieved before official ICO
• Registration of the company.
• Documentations (Manual, Policies, Guidelines, Standards, Planning and Strategies).
• Complete tested model through block-chain technology.
• System of operation.
• Management team.
• Equipped office.
• Shariah Advisory Board.
• Board of Advisors.
• Technical Advisor.
• Web site.
• White paper and public statement.
• Bank Accounts.
• Summit.
• Soft-launching.
• Initial coin offering.

Digital Asset Ratio
Total value of the offered coins or tokens.
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Islamic Dinar (ISD) Cryptocurrency Appreciation Logic
No competitive model of Halal Cryptocurrency has been launched yet. Huge demand
globally, but no supply (available model), yet thus it’s timely for the Islamic Dinar (ISD)
Halal Cryptocurrency to grab the global market with utmost appreciation.
Project Progress and Team
The project of Islamic Dinar (ISD) Halal Cryptocurrency model is ready in hand with all
modeling, strategic and structural solutions, required documentations, backing asset,
decision makers, advisory panel, supervisory panel, marketing teams, audit (compliance),
procedure, mechanisms, technological supports, logistic supports and management team
with utmost preparation. Thus, various teams are as follows:
• Board of Directors.
• Shariah Advisory Board. SAB
• Board of Advisors. BoA
• Technical Advisors.
• Management Team.

Operation
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management may maintain its operating office
in anyoffshore or in any other suitable location. It may maintain its corporate offices or
branches in different locations or jurisdictions, as may time to time be decided by the Board
of Directors.

Market
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management will be in liberty to create
its marketplaceacross the cyber world within the legitimate frameworks, but within the
spirit of Maqasid al-Shariah. The customers and investors are not limited, but open to
anyone regardless of one’s religion, race, status, gender or nationality.
Accounts
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management may maintain the following
accounts
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• Customer’s or Investor’s Account (coin holders).
• Board of Directors’ accounts.
• Company’s Management Account.
• Waqf Cooperation Account.
• Humaintarian Account.
• Tabarru’at (Charity Account)

Significant Results
Among the significant results of Islamic Dina (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency operation are:
• To create an atmosphere for all mankind to participate with investment opportunities
through HalalCryptocurrency within the Maqasid al-Shariah.
• To help everyone generally and particularly those who are poor and less income
group to create aneconomic opportunity by participating in the Halal Cryptocurrency
Management.
• To create a global awareness among all with an encouragement to enjoy with
entrepreneurship andenterprising opportunities through Halal Cryptocurrency
Management.
• To create an economic empowerment with basic rights for all mankind through Halal
CryptocurrencyManagement.
Humanitarian Concern through Tabarru’at
Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency Management may aim at creating a Tabarru’at
(Charity) fund through the partial contribution from the income to care and concern about
those who are poor, helpless, destitute, orphans and other underprivileged ones in any
society to meet their basic needs and natural rights of well-beings within the holistic spirit
of Maqasid al-Shariah.
Conclusion
In the contemporary digital space, there are numerous types of Cryptocurrencies operated,
but with no standard system, operational mechanisms non-compliance to the legal
requirements. This may be a negative phenomenon to the participants in the Cryptocurrency
and also to the system in general. For a sustainable existence of Cryptocurrency, it shall
observe and maintain from its establishment till its effective operation all legal
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requirements. Islamic Dinar (ISD) a Halal Cryptocurrency model is in no exception, which
shall be recognized only by its existence with legal and Shariah compliance in its
establishment, system, operation and code of ethics.

Islamic Dinar (ISD)
islamicdinar.org
contact@islamicdinar.org

17th October 2021 A.D.
11th Rabbi Ul Awwal, 1443 A.H.
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